
Superior sound quality, more power, more features and
limitless flexibility insure that the Cadence Ultrashock A4
and A6 are the absolute best audio amplifiers in the world
today. By designing the world’s first fully computerized
digital crossover and preamp section we eliminated all
signal routing to mechanical switches and buttons which
denigrate audio sound quality. No other amp around
sounds better, period!

Sounds complicated? No way! Using the Digital Program
Selector, just click through 10  preprogrammed crossover
selections, set your frequencies and off you go! The A4
and A6 audio paths remain pure as they are being digi-
tally switched via a combination of a binary code selec-
tor and eight custom IC’s.

No need to worry about your load impedances. The A4
and A6 feature our exclusive SMART LOAD SENSOR tech-
nology which automatically adjusts the amplifier to handle
impedance loads all the way from 8 ohms down to an
incredible 1 ohm ! The DRM (Digital Real-Time Monitor)
will keep you informed as to the amplifer’s operating sta-
tus, and crossover selection.

The audio section of the A4 and A6 feature high quality,
wide bandwidth, fully complimentary N and P channel
audio output Metal Oxide FET devices. This design con-
tributes to ultra low distortion, superb sound quality and
circuit stability while ensuring extreme high power capa-
bilities. In addition, the audio input grounds are totally
floating, using a quasi-balanced input stage to eliminate
any possible ground loop noise.

To get an
extraordinary

sounding
amplifier,
you take

extraordinary
measures.

You set
no limits.

There are
no boundaries.
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Utilizing fully complementary input to output drive circuitry
and Linear Class A output stage biasing, we have been
able to create amplifiers with live performance sound
quality. Only the absolute highest quality parts have been
used, including low noise, non-polarized capacitors in all
audio signal paths, low noise, wide bandwidth JFET audio
OP amps, and a low negative feedback design in the
power supply stages. All the variable resistors which com-
pose the crossover section are precisely hand-matched to
exact tolerances. All models come standard with see-
through acrylic bottom panels. No expense has been
spared to make these amplifiers the very best.

It’s the small details that separate Cadence professional
amplifiers from the wannabees out there. Both the A4
and A6 feature LED clipping indicators and the world’s only
Digital Real Time Monitor. Turn on the amp and the dis-
play reads “P,” go into High Current mode and the display
reads “H”, Low Vcc mode and the display will read an “L”,
thermal the amp and, of course, a “T” will appear. And
finally, diagnostic conditions  cause a “D” to be displayed.

The available optional dashboard remote control allows
you to monitor the DRM right from the dash, while you
tune your bass volume and watch the music level LED
display dance.

We are so convinced that you won’t find a more reliable
amplifier, we back every Ultrashock model with a two year
professionally installed warranty.
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The Ultrashock narrow “Q” shelving bass equalizer can be
used to tune your system by adding or cutting 18dB of bass
attack.
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Adding a Ultrashock amplifier to an exisiting system, or
designing a multi amplifier Ultrashock system is easily
achieved via the built-in RCA preamp output channels which
are fully programmable.
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All Ultrashock amplifiers feature 10 volt preamp input gains
adjustable from 200mV. This circuit design ultimately pro-
duces an extremely low noise floor..
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The musical excellence of the A4 and A6 can be attributed
to the absolute flat frequency response which ranges from
an incredible 3Hz to 70KHz.
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Ultrashock Power Amplifiers redefine modern feature

integration by merging a host of signal processing and

power management components into one unit. Each

Ultrashock amplification system features a full array of

built-in configuration options. There is no need to pur-

chase numerous, expensive plug-in modules to configure

signal architecture. The result is optimized control of

your sound environment with limitless expandability.

    Unique in its class is the A6, a six channel amplification system. The A6 gives new

meaning to sound integration architecture by achieving a high degree of system perfec-

tion utilizing just one amplifier. With four channels powering component speakers and

two High Current channels delivering a massive 450 watts into a 2 ohm mono load, the

A6 is your best possible solution for a single amplifier system.
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POWER AMPLIFIERS

ultrashock


